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WELCOME TO ABLE HERE



AbleHere.com is an online community website for disabled people, where we can chat and help each other by sharing our experiences. This network of disabled people is 100% free and run and controlled by disabled people.





Click Here to Sign Up
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Heartstopper star Bradley Riches has revealed how his autism posed a constant challenge as a contestant in the latest series of ITV's Celebrity Big Brother.







"The kitchen was white - the white lights were absolutely disgusting," said Riches, whose autism shows up through sensory sensitivities.







He disclosed that his fear that the bright lights might trigger a sensory overload led him to spend a lot of his time either outside, or in the bathroom with fellow housemate David Potts.







"Luckily the lights weren't as bad in the bathroom. It felt more comfortable and less distressing there," he told the Access All podcast.







That wasn't Riches' only coping mechanism in the Big Brother house, which he shared with the likes of music managers Sharon Osbourne and Louis Walsh.





[image: Bradley Riches with other Celebrity Big Brother contestants]

 

Bradley (l) with fellow Celebrity Big Brother contestants Fern Britton, Louis Walsh and Colson Smith



The first autism-related challenge Riches had to face came before he had even entered the house and was greeted by cheering crowds outside.







"I had my earplugs in, which was very helpful. It allowed me to be more present because I wanted to absorb all of it, but also I didn't want to be so overwhelmed that I just shut down and had a breakdown."







The lack of routine in the house was a further problem.







Like many autistic people, another characteristic of Riches' condition is feelings of anxiety triggered by a sense that the world feels chaotic.







Riches normally copes by carefully structuring his day into what he describes as "like a school timetable".







The 22-year-old used a similar approach to tackle his shooting schedule on productions such as 1917 and Saltburn.
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Bradley Riches plays James McEwan in Heartstopper





"I used to structure my schedule daily. For filming I have to structure my routine weekly," he says.







And this technique helped him navigate his time in the house.







"I got my brain around it quite easily. I blocked off three weeks, and that was my routine and I expected the unexpected. Once I was in that routine, I felt very comfortable and very open with everyone, I was on a roll."







Riches began to feel comfortable enough to let his housemates see him stimming, which is self-stimulatory behaviour like making noises or repetitive body movements, for example with a hand or a finger.







It usually occurs when an autistic person feels overwhelmed or overstimulated by their environment, and the repetitive movements act as a way to process those feelings.







Riches told Access All he feels that he has helped other autistic people by allowing the cameras to show him stimming.







"I just felt so accepted, and I was like, if I want to stim I'm going to stim and not feel ashamed of it."







Riches added that people on social media said, 'he's literally stimming, like, how important is that?'. He said: "I really felt so comfortable in that situation."
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Access All host Emma Tracey with Bradley



Riches also revealed that his autism meant he did not speak until he was 10 years old.







"I would use sounds or movements to communicate. I became really reserved," he said.







That only changed when his grandmother encouraged him to boost his confidence by taking acting classes.







"I started to find these people who are very similar to me and I started to use my voice as a form of communication. It allowed me to accept myself a lot more.







"Acting was an escapism. I was playing these characters who were far away from me, and it made me find me."







Riches went on to train at drama school, before Netflix's LGBTQ drama Heartstopper came calling.







He says the show changed his life. After a walk-on part in the first season, he was asked back to star as James McEwan in season two.







"For them to remember me for one line was unheard of," he says. "I met so many amazing people on that show."







Riches has already filmed the third series, which is due to be released in October.







But he is staying tight-lipped about what is next for his character.







"Who knows? I want to keep my job!" he says.
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Paralympian David Weir CBE, who lives in Bexhill-on-Sea, has backed the calls from Ramblers







The government is facing calls to make countryside walkways more accessible to those with disabilities and limited mobility.

Walking charity Ramblers is calling for the removal of “unnecessary barriers” in the next five years.

The calls have been backed by Paralympic gold medallist David Weir CBE, who lives in St Leonards-on-Sea, East Sussex.

The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) said it had set its own ambition for every household to be within 15 minutes of green space or water.







Ramblers said wheelchair users, some of the elderly, those with pushchairs and dog walkers are hindered by unmaintained gates, stiles, steps and path surfaces, as well as lack of public toilet facilities and seating.

The charity has launched its Outdoors Unlocked campaign, which calls for new legislation to ensure everyone has access to green space within a 15-minute walk.

Jack Cornish, Rambler’s head of paths, said the government must play a role to “reduce obstructions for disabled people”.






[image: David Weir celebrates winning gold at the London 2012 Paralympic Games]IMAGE David Weir has won six Paralympic gold medals and the London Marathon on eight occasions

 





Mr Weir said that access to nature impacted his mental and physical wellbeing.

“Through experiencing what accessibility is like in different countries across the world, I can say that the UK is one of the strongest,” he said.

“However, it’s clear that we still have a way to go, especially in aspects such as making our path network more accessible and useable for those with disabilities.”

He added: “If more people are able to get outside and get active in nature, the knock-on effect for our physical and mental health will be huge.”

A Defra spokeswoman said its £16m Access for All programme helped to reduce barriers preventing people from accessing green spaces.

“More than £3.5m has already been spent on resurfacing paths, replacing stiles with accessible gates and the provision of new all-terrain trampers,” she said.
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Helen Todd initially shared caring responsibilities for her son Josh with her husband David



 



Unpaid carers in Northern Ireland are being left behind as a new employment law comes into force in the rest of the UK, campaigners say.







The law gives those caring for sick or disabled relatives or friends a right to five days' annual, unpaid leave.







It does not cover Northern Ireland as employment rules are devolved.







The Department for the Economy said it intends to bring forward an employment rights bill and that the right to carer's leave will be considered.







But charity Carers NI said one in three local carers are leaving work because of caring demands.







The charity has urged the economy minister to provide paid leave for carers in Northern Ireland.







There are more than 220,000 people providing unpaid care for sick or disabled family members and friends in Northern Ireland.






An expert in 'keeping two people alive'





Helen Todd's role as an unpaid carer started in 2012 when her son Josh was diagnosed with type 1 diabetes at the age of four.







She and her husband David shared the caring responsibilities, but in 2017 David was diagnosed with brain cancer and severe-acquired brain injury.
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In 2017, David was diagnosed with brain cancer and severe-acquired brain injury



Helen then became a sole carer for them both while working full-time.







"It was relentless," she said.







"It was overnight care. It was care during the day. It was hospital appointments. It was reviews. It was medical care.







"I used to joke about the fact that I would go to my full-time paid job to escape and have a break from my unpaid caring job, which was my other full-time job," she said.







The 42-year-old said she was "keeping two people alive".







"I wasn't being paid, it wasn't a choice. I was becoming an expert in people's care," she said.







In May 2023, David, who is now 44, went into a care home and Helen re-evaluated her life.







Despite loving her work and the company she was working for, she took a career break.
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Helen said her role as a carer was relentless





"Caring relentlessly for two people for six years and working full-time had taken its toll on me," she said.







"I was mentally and physically exhausted."







The Bangor woman started her own business, which meant she could work her own hours as well as make time for herself.







"I could go to the gym. I could go for a walk if I wanted to," she said.







She said she no longer had to rely on the generosity of her employers to give her short notice leave or to understand her situation.







Helen told Radio Ulster's Good Morning Ulster programme that carer's leave would have made a difference.







She "used to dread" getting an email or letter with another hospital appointment or review for David or Josh, and she allocated her annual leave "very carefully" to ensure she could cover their care, while also working out how to take time for herself.







"Knowing you've got time allocated where you're able to go 'that's for that hospital appointment' and you can use annual leave to do something nice for yourself is incredible."
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What does the new law mean?





From 6 April 2024, employees in England, Scotland, and Wales will be entitled to unpaid leave to give or arrange care for a 'dependant' who has:








	A physical or mental illness or injury that means they're expected to need care for more than three months
	A disability (as defined in the Equality Act 2010)
	Care needs because of their old age










The dependant does not have to be a family member. It can be anyone who relies on them for care.







Employees are entitled to carer's leave from their first day of work for their employer. Their employment rights (like holidays and returning to their job) are protected during carer's leave.







Employees can take up to one week of leave every 12 months.
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Carers NI said the new law represents "a landmark change" which is going to benefit many unpaid carers.







But Craig Harrison from the organisation said it is also "financially penalising people for taking time away from work to provide care".







Campaigners in Northern Ireland not only want to see parity with the rest of the United Kingdom, but Mr Harrison said: "There's a really significant moral, financial and economic case for the economy minister to go one step further and to deliver that leave on a paid basis".
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Craig Harrison said people are being financially penalised for taking time away from work to provide care





"Every year we see thousands of people across Northern Ireland who are forced out of work entirely, because that juggling act is too difficult," he said.







"Introducing some form of paid carer's leave could be a real game changer for those people and it would really give them the time and the space that they need to make their loved ones health appointments and other caring needs fit around work, without burning themselves out or without having to leave their jobs as a result."
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'Actions speak louder than words'





Natasha McClelland, from Coleraine, works full-time and cares for two children who both have complex needs.







Her employer does provide extra support for staff with caring roles, giving her a "security net" and making an important difference to her being able to stay in a job.







"When caring emergencies happen, my stress levels are massive but knowing that I can use carer's leave means I can focus on that without worrying about work or losing wages ," she told BBC Radio Foyle.







"At the same time, this isn't a legal right in Northern Ireland and it very much limits career progression, because I know that other workplaces don't have the same policies or protections in place."







But she said it was time for politicians at Stormont to act.







"We constantly hear MLAs saying they support us, that without us the health service would collapse, but for me, actions speak louder than words.







"And if your actions don't match your words, then your words really do become meaningless."






[image: line]





The Department for the Economy said it "intends to bring forward an employment rights bill within the current assembly mandate to ensure the employment law framework remains fit for purpose and operates effectively for both businesses and their employees."







It added: "The right to carer's leave and a revision to the current flexible working arrangements to remove the current qualifying period before a flexible working request can be made are two of the issues that will be considered in that context."







For Helen Todd, the disparity between legislation in Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK is glaring.







"It's so frustrating that unpaid carers, that invisible workforce, are once again behind and being ignored," she said.
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he Nuffield Trust said long waits for autism assessments were especially damaging for children



 



The extraordinary rise in demand for autism assessments and ADHD treatments in England has overtaken the NHS's capacity to meet it, a think tank says.







Since 2019, there has been a five-fold rise in people waiting to see an autism specialist and a 51% increase in prescriptions for ADHD medication, according to the Nuffield Trust.







Growing backlogs and longer waiting times are negatively impacting people's daily lives, it warned.







It said a "radical rethink" was needed.







Nuffield Trust chief executive Thea Stein said "pumping more money" into the current system would not help, and it was "frankly impossible to imagine how the system can grow fast enough to fulfil this demand".







"We're at a really critical point as a society, where we're actually understanding neurodiversity and the fact that it's a much greater spectrum for the whole of society than we've ever had before," she told BBC News.







"It's a really complicated issue for us to all collectively understand as a society."






Waiting time





One out of every 100 people is on the autistic spectrum, it is estimated, while 2.6 million people in the UK have attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) .







The Nuffield Trust said 24% of patients referred for ADHD in England were having to wait one to two years for an assessment.







On top of this, thousands of people with ADHD have been unable to get prescribed medication amid a major supply shortage. This was announced in September due to "manufacturing issues and an increased global demand".







Meanwhile,172,000 adults and children are on a waiting list for an autism assessment - the highest recorded figure - according to NHS data analysed by the think tank.







Between October and December 2023, the median time spent on a waiting list after an autism referral rose to over nine months, compared with four months in the same period in 2019.







And in Derbyshire, the waiting time was two and half years, according to the report.







Ellie Middleton, a creator, writer and consultant with autism and ADHD, said receiving her late diagnoses has "honestly been life-saving for me".







She was diagnosed with ADHD privately. The waiting list for an initial NHS appointment was "incredibly long" in her local area, she said, and she was "really struggling with not knowing what was going on". She received an autism diagnosis through the NHS about six months later.







She told BBC Radio 4's Today Programme: "Before I knew what was going on I always felt like any challenges that I faced and any things that were more difficult for me were a personal problem.







"Getting that answer to what is actually going on for you is just so validating."






Changing social attitudes





The way NHS Digital collects data has changed since 2019 - but Ms Stein is confident it remains robust.







The rise in demand was probably due to greater awareness of the conditions and changing social attitudes, the Nuffield Trust said.







ADHD was the second most viewed health condition on the NHS website in 2023, after Covid-19, according to NHS England.








	'Finding out I was autistic saved my life'
	Autism referral waiting times hit 100 days










Ms Stein warned long waits would have a "serious effect" on children in particular, as many schools provided extra support only after a diagnosis.







"We've certainly got to have a different approach within educational services that says you don't need that letter in your hand," she said.







People should not have to have a diagnosis just "to get a label out of it".







And wider societal change was needed "to allow ourselves to include more people who present with more neurodiversity".







"We are going to need to think in a much more creative way than simply have a conversation that says we need more NHS resources, as that isn't the solution," Ms Stein added.







Sir Simon Wessely, Regius Professor of Psychiatry at King's College London, said the change in demand for ADHD diagnosis and treatment was "dramatic" but there was no evidence to suggest the disorder was getting more common.







He told the Today programme that GPs are seeing some patients who are looking for "validation" and "recognition" and "not always wanting treatment".







"They don't necessarily think they are ill, they think they are different".







There "probably isn't a medical answer to that", he said, adding it was a wider issue for society.






'Taking action'





The charity Child Autism said the spike since 2019 may be party due to the suspension of some services during the pandemic, causing a backlog.







Its chief executive, Suzy Yardley, agreed a new "coherent UK-wide plan" was needed.







"Autistic children have huge amounts to contribute, and we need an overhaul of the system to ensure this can happen", she said.







Dr James Cusack, chief executive of the charity Autistica, said: "It has been evident for some time that services need to adapt to the knowledge that there are more neurodivergent people than we used to think."







And there was a "need to focus on each person's strengths and needs so that they get the support they need earlier".







A Department of Health official said: "We know it's vital to have a timely diagnosis of autism or ADHD and we are taking action to reduce assessment delays.







"NHS England has published a national framework to help speed up autism assessments and is establishing a new ADHD taskforce alongside the government, to improve care for people living with the condition.







"In addition, our £13m partnership with NHS England will help improve specialist support for neurodiverse children in primary schools."
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